The UCLA Cotsen Institute of Archaeology will open its doors for the 13th annual Open House. This tradition gives the general public, school children, students and interested individuals an opportunity to see what happens after the surveys and excavations from various parts of the world are over, how the analysis is performed and how the data are stored for lectures and publications.

**LECTURE**

**LEGEND, MYTH, & SCIENCE IN SOUTHERN PERU**

2:00 PM LENART AUDITORIUM

**FOWLER MUSEUM TOURS (1 PM & 3 PM)**

**VIRTUAL REALITY DEMONSTRATIONS**

**MAYA WEAVING PRESENTATION (3 PM)**

**OPEN LABS AND ARCHIVES INCLUDE:**

- Anatolia Laboratory
- Ceramic Analysis Research Laboratory
- Channel Island Laboratory
- Chilean Research Laboratory
- Conservation Laboratory
- East Asia Laboratory
- Egyptian Laboratory
- Mediterranean Laboratory
- Old Stone Age Laboratory
- Rock Art Archive
- South Asian Laboratory
- Southwest Archaeology Laboratory
- UCLA Archaeology Field Program
- Zooarchaeology Laboratory

**FOR INFORMATION CALL 310-206-8934**

or visit [WWW.IOA.UCLA.EDU](http://WWW.IOA.UCLA.EDU)

**PARKING AVAILABLE FOR $10 IN LOT 4 (OFF SUNSET BLVD)**